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WEEK 2: DANCING BUTOH: EMBODIMENT 
 
Activity 1: The avant-garde and society 
 
The 1960s was a period of high economic growth, and Japanese 
people’s lives were enriched by regaining their self-confidence. Such a 
social background also had a great influence on the work of Tatsumi 
Hijikata . 
 

2.1 EXPO '70 AND BUTOH VIDEO (00:52) 

2.2 EXPO '70 AND TATSUMI HIJIKATA - PROF. STEPHEN BARBER'S VIEWPOINT 
VIDEO (07:05) 

2.3 UNDERGROUND THEATRE VIDEO (03:59) 

 
Activity 2: Butoh Innovation 
 
Let’s especically get closer to the birth of Hijikata’s work “Story of 
Smallpox,” a masterpiece that left its mark on dance history. 

 

2.4 TATSUMI HIJIKATA AND FILM AND THEATER ARTICLE 

2.5 ASBESTOS HALL: LIFE AND CREATIVITY VIDEO (04:43) 

2.6 TWENTY-SEVEN NIGHTS FOR FOUR SEASONS ARTICLE 

2.7 HOSOTAN (A STORY OF SMALLPOX) VIDEO (02:07) 

2.8 WHAT DOES IT TAKES TO BE INNOVATIVE? DISCUSSION 

 

Activity 3: Back to the source 
 
Tatsumi Hijikata’s roots are embedded In Tohoku. Tohoku culture, life, 
body, and performing arts frequently appear in butoh’s works. Let us 
approach the influence that Hijikata’s return to his roots had on his 
work. 
 

 

2.9 THE NATURAL FEATURES, BODIES, AND PERFORMING ARTS OF TOHOKU 
VIDEO (02:24) 

2.10 CLASSICAL PERFORMING ART AND BUTOH ARTICLE 

2.11 YAMERU MAIHIME (AILING DANCER) VIDEO (02:55) 

2.12 TRACING THE ORIGINS DISCUSSION 
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Activity 4: Summary of Week 2 
 
Let's summarize Week 2 "Dancing Butoh: Embodiment" 
 
 

 

2.13 REFLECTION OF WEEK 2 QUIZ 

2.14 WHICH BUTOH WORK(S) IMPRESSED YOU? DISCUSSION 

2.15 SUMMARY OF WEEK 2 ARTICLE 
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Activity 1 :  The avant-garde and society 

 

The 1960s was a period of high economic growth, and Japanese people’s lives were enriched 
by regaining their self-confidence. Such a social background also had a great influence on the 
work of Tatsumi Hijikata . 

 

2.1 EXPO '70 AND BUTOH VIDEO (00:52) 

2.2 EXPO '70 AND TATSUMI HIJIKATA - PROF. STEPHEN BARBER'S VIEWPOINT 
VIDEO (07:05) 

2.3 UNDERGROUND THEATRE VIDEO (03:59) 
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Step 2.1 (Video) 
Expo '70 and Butoh 

 

The Osaka World Expo (Expo ’70) took place over a half-year, between March 15 and 
September 13, 1970, in the Senrikyuryo area of Suita, Osaka. Titled “Progress and 
Harmony for Mankind,” this was the first World Expo to take place in Japan. At the 
point when Expo ’70 took place, Japan was in a state of intoxication with the rapid 
growth of its economy, whilst also being troubled by problems of pollution, political 
protest and social unrest. 

Two years earlier, Japan had risen to second place after West Germany in the international 
rankings of highest Gross National Product (GNP). So, Expo ’70 was an opportunity for 
Japan to attract global attention at a moment when its economic growth was at its peak. With 
visitor numbers far exceeding 60,000,000 people, Expo ’70 fuelled a huge movement within 
Japan among the Japanese, and also fostered exchanges with other nations. 

The main area at Expo ’70 was the “Symbol Zone,” which had The Tower of the Sun 
sculpture at its centre. The Tower of the Sun, consisting of a face protruding from a huge 
roof that covered the Symbol Zone, has remained in the Expo Park and become a symbol of 
the Expo. Over 116 pavilions were constructed for the Expo—each with its own unique 
appeal—and these pavilions can be considered, metaphorically, as the “flowers of the Expo.” 
Many of the pavilions were created by a country to display its culture, natural landscape, 
science, and technology. There was moon-rock exhibited in the American pavilion, and a 
Soyuz spacecraft exhibited in the Soviet Union pavilion. (This was, of course, during the 
period of the Cold War.) Expo ’70 afforded countries an opportunity to show off their power 
and establish their international prestige. 

Japanese business groups also created pavilions. There were pavilions for industries and 
businesses like the Telecommunications Pavilion, the Electric Power Pavilion, the Steel 
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Industry Pavilion, the Fibre Industry Pavilion, the Mitsubishi Pavilion, the Ricoh Pavilion, and 
the Hitachi Group Pavilion. Among these was the main business pavilion of the Kansai 
region, the Midori kan, or Green Building, which was a unique pavilion constructed of a huge 
hemispherical dome with an outward diameter of 46 metres. The interior side of the sphere 
was a screen. The film projected onto this screen was called Birth, and featured Hijikata 
dancing in the image of an ancient and primitive society. This was in contrast to the rest of 
the Expo that emphasised the contemporary state of advanced development of many 
countries worldwide. Hijikata was projected onto the huge screen, jumping and running 
around on a wild rocky mountain with his long hair flowing like a shaman. This invoked 
Hijikata’s performance two years earlier in  Rebellion of the Body  ( Nikutai no hanran ). 

Full-sky Circumference Astrorama, 

This Midori kan film was called  Full-sky Circumference Astrorama,  and used the latest in 
Astrorama technology. The shooting and projection system of Astrorama used specialist 
cameras and new projection technology and equipment to project onto the interior of a giant 
dome. Realising these possibilities in the Midori kan paved the way for new cinematic 
developments in the years to come. And the Midori kan, where Astrorama was first used, 
was popular even by Expo standards, attracting visitor numbers of over 6,000,000. 

The PDF version of the course handout (text and script) for Week 2 is available in the 
DOWNLOADS  section below. Please check them out! 

 

Video Script 
 
0:03 

This week, we will be tracing the dramatic transformation and development of Tatsumi 
Hijikata’s butoh dance. By the 1970s, Japan had emerged out of the “postwar” and entered a 
period of high economic growth. We will be asking what Hijikata’s influences were during this 
period. And thinking about how butoh changed. To begin this journey, we will be looking at 
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the connections between butoh dance, and the 1970 World Expo that took place in Osaka 
(known as EXPO 70), which became a symbol of that decade. 
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Step 2.2 ( Video ) 
Expo '70 and Tatsumi Hijikata - Prof. Stephen 
Barber's viewpoint 

 
Professor. Stephen Barber at Kingston University in London in the UK 

 
Please watch the video of Professor. Stephen Barber at Kingston University in London 
in the UK. He talked about the relationship between Osaka World Expo and Hijikata. 
His specialty is Tatsumi Hijikata and visual expression. You’ll also enjoy 1970 cultural 
and Osaka World Expo through the video. 

Keywords introduced in the video 

● Rebellion of the Body 
● Osaka World Expo 
● Astorama (Birth) 
● Murobushi Ko 
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Video Script 
 

0:04 
My name is Stephen Barber. I am a professor at Kingston University in London in the UK, 

0:09 

author of a short study of “Hijikata: Rebellion of the Body,” and researching new book on 

the films of Hijikata – the films and collaborations in moving image of Hijikata. It’s an 

extraordinary story how Hijikata Tatsumi avant-garde artist, experimental dancer of the 

1960s in Tokyo, became involved in the Osaka World Expo in 1970 and had his work shown 

to millions of spectators as they passed through the Midori-kan Pavilion as part expo. The 

expo had been planned for 6 years since the time of the Tokyo Olympic Games in 1964 and 

involved immense construction in the outskirts of Osaka, including the flattening of a great 

forest. 

1:09 

Architects from all over the world were brought to Osaka to work on the designs for the 

pavilions, which had an emphasis on experiments in moving image projection and 

experimental performance. The directors of the expo wanted to have an aura of innovation 

and experimentation to attract spectators to this great international exhibition, and it was 

part of the will to invite experimental artists in Japan that Hijikata Tatsumi became involved 

and been invited to the expo. Hijikata’s film appearance in the Midori-kan had been filmed 

the previous year in the spring of 1969 on a volcano in Hokkaido, the mountain. 

2:09 

A whole film crew traveled with Hijikata to the mountain and filmed with an extraordinary 

new system of moving image projection and recording as drama, which had been 

developed by a company, GOTO, and Hijikata was filmed personifying a sorcerer or a 

magician who instigates a radical new world, and this film was then incorporated into the 

20-minute film which was shown within the Midori-kan each time to an audience of 1000 

spectators within a 360-degree immersive environment in which 4 – in which 5 film 

projectors were being simultaneously to create a 360-degree environment. 

3:06 
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The film was shown over a period of 6 months for the entire duration of the Osaka Expo, 

and it’s estimated that perhaps around 10 million of the spectators of the expo out of the 

total of 64 million visitors to the expo witnessed this film in the Midori-kan. The Midori-kan 

Pavilion was one of numerous pavilions of the Osaka Expo, which had emphasis on moving 

image experimentation often involving performance elements. 

3:43 

In the Midori-kan, the emphasis was on creating an innovative sound system and on the 

idea of acceleration and transformation and so, Hijikata’s film for the pavilion involved the 

idea of a great leap and mutation in society that accorded with the idea of the designers of 

the pavilion for huge transmutation, the idea of a society and a culture in upheaval. 

4:16 

Hijikata only made one appearance at the Expo 70 in a pavilion called the Pepsi-kan – not in 

the Midori-kan, but in a pavilion which had been sponsored by the Pepsi Cola company and 

which had plans for a very innovative program of events organized by an international group 

of artists called Experiments in Art and Technology. Hijikata’s performance took place 

before the formal opening of the expo as a test, an experimental test to see how that 

program would operate. Very little record survives of Hijikata’s performance in the 

Pepsi-kan, it was not filmed and only Hijikata’s few collaborators, fellow dancers have 

memories of that performance. 

5:11 

The dancer, Murobushi Ko, who died in 2015 had a clear memory of Hijikata dancing an 

extraordinary adagio or farewell dance against, uh, soundscape of thunderstorms, crows, 

and funeral chants. This first experimental metropolis that had taken so many years to 

construct became immediately anachronistic when the expo closed in the autumn of 1970. 

The order of the pavilion authorities was that each pavilion needed to be emptied within one 

month in order that the pavilions would be destroyed within 6 months. So, by the beginning 

of 1971, all that remained was the tower of the sun and one pavilion. Every other pavilion, 

including the Midori-kan and the Pepsi-kan, had been destroyed. 

6:14 
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Many of the profits from the expo were used for the creation of a great park, which opened 

in the 1980s on the site of the expo, and it is still possible to see where the Midori-kan was 

located. Some of the artifacts and materials from the expo are still housed in the 

documentation center, but it took great work from the Keio Art Center researchers to be 

able to locate the film in 2012, and there is still great work to be done to resolve all of the 

mysteries of Hijikata’s participation in Expo 1970. 
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Step 2.3 ( Video ) 
Underground Theatre 

 

Hijikata influenced many other performing arts, especially plays in ’60s and he 
developed a human network with a variety of artists. One of the most influenced art 
genres is “underground theatre” (we call it angura in short in Japanese). 

Let’s learn from Ms. Itsuki Umeyama, a researcher of the performing arts. She talks about 
what is the “underground theatre” culture in Japan to help you understand the social 
background of butoh and avant-garde art around ‘60 and ‘70 in Japan. 

Social situation behind the advent of underground theatre 
What was the social situation behind the advent of underground theatre? Tokyo in the 
1960s experienced a period of dizzying high economic growth and population increase, and 
the city underwent a major transformation. The Tokyo Olympics, held in 1964, was an event 
where Japan discarded the memories of the fires of war that had lasted so long, and 
showcased to the entire world the recovery of Japan after its defeat in WWII. Every country 
saw broadcasts of the new affluent and refined Tokyo, but that was nothing more than a 
superficial appearance. The ill effects of sudden modernization only in urban areas were 
shouldered by rural regions such as Tohoku. Redevelopment connected with the Olympics 
symbolized the contradictions within Japanese society at this time. 

Among energy resources, the relative importance shifted from coal to electric power, and 
with the rapid progress of science and technology, people’s daily lives became more 
affluent and comfortable. On the other hand, pollution-related diseases — exemplified by 
Minamata disease — became impossible to ignore, and the limitations of social progress 
and modernization began to reveal themselves. Voices objecting to these social 
contradictions were heard in a variety of forms. There were eruptions among young people 
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of protest campaigns against the Vietnam War and dissatisfactions with the university 
education system, and the student movement became radicalized until the early 1970s. 

New forms of expression in theatre companies 
Underground theatre was not bound by existing values or frameworks, and in the process 
of asking “what is theatre?” it produced new forms of expression. Each company had a 
different style and ideas, but a number of common features can be mentioned. 

● Dismantling frameworks 
● Objecting to the modern 
● Interest in pre-modern art and culture 

Share your experience and knowledge 
Do you have a similar art movement such as “underground theatre” introduced in this step 
in your country or culture? Please share your experience or findings in the comment area. 

Keywords introduced in the video 

● underground theatre (angura engeki) 
● Underground performance drama 
● Sajiki Tenjo 
● Waseda Shogekijo 
● Gendaijin Gekijo (Modern Man’s Theater) 
● Engeki Senta 68/71 (Theater Center 68/71) 
● Tenkei Gekijo 
● Minamata disease 
● shingeki 
● Juro Kara 
● Shuji Terayama 
● Tokkenteki nikutairon (The Theory of the Privileged Body) 
● Tadashi Suzuki 
● Shogo Ota 
● noh 
● kabuki 
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Video Script 

0:03 

Around the latter half of the 1960s, a string of new theatre companies came into being. This 
cutting-edge, experimental drama driven by young people was called “underground theatre” (angura 
engeki) by the mass media of the time. 

0:18 

Representative examples of these theatre companies include: Jokyo Gekijo (Situation Theater), 

Engeki Jikkenshitsu (Laboratory of Play) / Sajiki Tenjo, Waseda Shogekijo (Waseda Little Theater), 

Gendaijin Gekijo (Modern Man’s Theater), Engeki Senta 68/71 (Theater Center 68/71), and Tenkei 

Gekijo (Transformation Theater). The name angura has a nuance of expression full of indecency, 

experimentalism, and political satire, but this was a derogatory term applied in a top-down fashion by 

the mass media of the time, and the artists involved never used the term to refer to themselves. Each 

company had a different style and ideas, 

0:55 

but a number of common features can be mentioned: First, is dismantling frameworks. This refers to 

escape from the framework of the theater. The majority of the aforementioned theatre companies 

used, as their theater spaces, places that were not built as theater — tents, or rooms in multipurpose 

buildings. This was due to the real-world issue of the lack of small-scale spaces suited to their art, 

and their criticism of the structure of modern theaters. For example, the Jokyo Gekijo staged 

performances by pitching a red tent in downtown Shinjuku. Gekijo Senta 68/71 put on traveling 

performances in a black tent at about 30 locations all over Japan. 

1:41 

The Waseda Shogekijo created a small theater by renovating the second floor of a café located near 

Waseda University. In the 1970s, Shuji Terayama put on unique outdoor plays called shigaigeki (city 

plays), and explored drama where the performers go out of the theater, and shake up the inertia of 

daily life among the city’s residents. Next is objecting to the modern. This appeared in the specific 

form of opposition to shingeki (New Drama). Underground theatre renounced shingeki as drama 

mimicking Western theatre. It stressed restoring the physicality of the actors, who had been pushed 

into the shadow of the words of the drama. 
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2:28 

Juro Kara, in his Tokkenteki nikutairon (The Theory of the Privileged Body), advocated that the actor 

be at the center of drama. Terayama put amateurs on stage and by daring to show their untrained 

bodies, he tried to show that all human beings are actors and that there is drama everywhere. 

Together with the physicality of the actors, underground theatre looked to pre-modern performing 

arts and culture. The artists established their own unique expressive styles, while actively 

incorporating the performing arts, culture, and customs of Japan dating back to ancient times. 

3:07 

In the case of Terayama, he repeatedly incorporated into his works—as important motifs— ordinary 

scenes rooted in the natural features of the Tohoku region, and the culture of daily life he 

experienced, namely an insular community under patriarchy. Tadashi Suzuki and Shogo Ota turned 

their attention to the physicality of noh and kabuki, and established independent forms of the body 

while referring to those models. Also, many directors and playwrights did not just present stage 

performances; they wrote dramatic theory, created newsletters specific to their company, and 

actively publicized their ideas. Without depending on existing media, they secured a place of their 

own to speak, and this too can be regarded as a distinguishing feature of underground theatre. 
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Activity 2 :  Butoh Innovation 

 

Let’s especically get closer to the birth of Hijikata’s work “Story of Smallpox,” a masterpiece 
that left its mark on dance history. 

 

2.4 TATSUMI HIJIKATA AND FILM AND THEATER ARTICLE 

2.5 ASBESTOS HALL: LIFE AND CREATIVITY VIDEO (04:43) 

2.6 TWENTY-SEVEN NIGHTS FOR FOUR SEASONS ARTICLE 

2.7 HOSOTAN (A STORY OF SMALLPOX) VIDEO (02:07) 

2.8 WHAT DOES IT TAKES TO BE INNOVATIVE? DISCUSSION 
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Step 2.4 (Article) 
Tatsumi Hijikata and Film and Theater 
 
Osaka World Expo made a significant influence to all avant-garde artists in Japan, 
Hijikawa is one of them. From here, let’s see Hijikata’s journey toward his another 
master piece of Butoh dance,  Twenty-seven nights for four seasons  presented in 
1972. 

For the four years following his 1968 performance,  Rebellion of the Body , Tatsumi Hijikata 
did not perform butoh. Even so, this period was not spent idle. It was, in fact, a busy period 
marked by successive efforts, ranging from photoshoots and interviews with magazines to 
performances in films and non-butoh stage performances. A number of these appearances 
reproduced and reinforced the image of Hijikata as he had appeared in the work  Rebellion of 
the Body . 

The Hijikata of  Rebellion of the Body  was an appealing topic of discussion for the media. Not 
only were people drawn to his butoh dance on artistic grounds, there was also the intrigue of 
his disreputable lifestyle, unusual appearance, and provocative statements. 

While Hijikata had appeared in experimental films in the early 1960s, he had never taken on 
a fully theatrical role. Following  Rebellion of the Body , renowned cult director Teruo Ishii 
became intrigued by Hijikata, and offered him his first role, despite Hijikata not being an 
actor. 

Hijikata appeared in the films  Orgies of Edo  (1969),  Love and Crime (1969), and  Horrors of 
Malformed Men  (1969), all produced by the major film corporation Toei Company. For 
Horrors of Malformed Men , Hijikata both performed and helped direct his students, who were 
in the cast. He appeared as otherworldly, playing a man who dreamed of creating a kingdom 
among ‘malformed’ children on an isolated island. He played a lead role in this film, with a 
number of lines, and his delivery was worthy of appraisal. 

Horrors of Malformed Men 
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Hijikata also appeared in the Ishii film  Blind Woman’s Curse  (1970), playing a hunchback 
performing in a freak show, in which he at one point wore the young girl costume from 
Rebellion of the Body , in a scene that was a mini version of the  Rebellion of the Body 
performance. 

This was not the only instance of Hijikata dancing as though onstage. In the experimental 
film  The Tale of the White Serpant Heso Kakka  (1969), Hijikata danced wearing the white 
bridal kimono from  Rebellion of the Body . He also appeared shaman-like—nude from the 
waste up and running over rocky terrain with his long hair flying—in the film Birth, presented 
at the Osaka Expo ’70 Midori kan pavilion. This film was projected onto the interior of a giant 
dome, and viewed by over 6 million people. 

Please watch the video linked here, three minutes digest version of  Heso Kakka . Can you 
find a common taste with other Hijikata’s works? Please share your findings and feelings in 
the comments area. 

 

 

This is an additional video, hosted on YouTube. 

Hijikata also appeared in stage productions. He made an appearance, for example, in 
Honegamitoge hotokekazura  (1970) riding atop a large cauldron in a way that was 
reminiscent of the opening scene of  Rebellion of the Body . As in many of his stage 
appearances, Hijikata stood with the stage presence and force he had shown in  Rebellion of 
the Body . 

Although Hijikata was an avant-garde butoh dancer and not an actor, he was in popular 
demand for casting in both film and theater. This was partly because of his unique character, 
but also because of his ability to direct himself. During this period, he also made occasional 
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appearances as a model for photographs in magazines. At the same time as promoting his 
unique philosophy of life and butoh dance, Hijikata would appear in photoshoots that showed 
him, say, riding a horse, playing Christ, or standing in a barren field. 
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Step 2.5 ( Video ) 
Asbestos Hall: Life and Creativity 

 
 

Now you might be curious about the place where Hijikata’s butoh was practiced and 
developed. In this step, we will explore Asbestos Hall, Tatsumi Hijikata’s dance studio, 
where he originally created butoh. 

After reading the article below, please enjoy the video of the account from an another 
famous butoh dancer, Saga Kobayashi who spent her time at Asbestos Hall, talking about 
her experience in Asbestos Hall. She played several stages together with Tatsumi Hijikata 
back in 60s and 70s. 

About Asbestos Hall 
The building was constructed in 1952, as a studio for classical ballet, and later became a 
modern dance studio. From 1962, it housed Hijikata’s activities, and also received the name 
Asbestos Hall. 

It was at Asbestos Hall that Hijikata began to experiment in order to create his new 
avant-garde dance form. Butoh dancers like Kazuo and Yoshito Ohno, Akira Kasai, and 
Mitsutaka Ishii would gather there for rehearsals, and Hijikata would also host small 
performances there. Asbestos Hall was really the centre of his butoh activities throughout 
the 1960s. 
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Asbestos Hall Photo by Tadao Nakaya 

Following  Tatsumi Hijikata and the Japanese: Rebellion of the Body  in 1968, Asbestos Hall 
saw a steady stream of new young students. Some of these students had been moved by 
watching Hijikata perform, others had taken an interest through seeing his frequent press 
appearances and media projects after 1968. 

Almost none of these students had dance experience, so naturally lacked any form of dance 
technique. Hijikata nonetheless allowed them to become students, and many of them moved 
into Asbestos Hall in order to train with him. 
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Asbestos Hall Photo by Hideo Fujimori 

Communal life in Asbestos Hall was less reminiscent of a teacher-student schoolroom 
setting, than it was of a master-apprentice training within the traditional folk and performing 
arts ( geinō ). His apprentices were expected to spend 24-hours a day being butoh dancers. 

Hijikata arguably taught his students the mental techniques for becoming a butoh dancer 
before he taught them butoh dance technique. The sayings he most frequently repeated in 
the media at the time were: “humans are lost from the moment they are born. They live with 
habituated gestures. You must fix your gaze on your lost self,” and “technique is not given 
from outside, you must first lower a ladder within yourself and climb down it.” 

Hijikata taught his students to cast off logic, knowledge, and what they considered to be 
dance, in order to become passive bodies. His language could then flow into these 
completely empty bodies, moving their senses and nerves, and giving rise to dance. 

Training in Asbestos Hall always began late at night, and ended in the morning. Hijikata’s 
students would note down his language, and later contemplate it independently. Their notes 
included language encouraging them to dance, language reflecting on the entirety of 
existence that lies behind dancing, and language that encoded directions for “movements.” 
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Asbestos Hall Photo by Akio Yoshino 

Asbestos Hall was a space within which continually new forms of butoh were created. 
Dancers living together in Asbestos Hall, spent their days thinking about butoh, and 
practicing butoh industriously there. 

Hijikata created butoh notation as a way to teach non-dancers with no dance technique or 
proficiency in dance. Hijikata would say to his dancers things like: “butoh that comes from 
being driven into a corner and being unable to dance is the most moving.” Dancers would 
respond to words like these with their senses and nerves, converting words through their 
bodies into movements. This sequence of conversions was what constituted Hijikata’s butoh 
dance. 

Keywords introduced in the video 

● Asbestos Hall 
● Yōko Ashikawa 

Video Script 

0:03 

I’m butoh dancer Saga Kobayashi, and I learned butoh with Tatsumi Hijikata for six years, 

from 1969 to 1975. Hijikata created a number of works during that period, and I performed 

in many of them. It was the richest period in terms of Hijikata’s activities, so I was really 

lucky [with my timing]. Since 1975, I have been working independently, developing my own 

form of butoh. When I first started learning to dance at Hijikata’s studio Asbestos Hall, 
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1:09 

I danced movements like “chicken.” We had kept chickens in my house as a child, so I had 

a real feeling of affinity. I think that is why I felt such sympathy with what Hijikata was doing, 

from that point on. There were many things that connected to my childhood memories, 

1:41 

like animals and insects. Many of these things allowed for an understanding of the 

physicality of the human body, and I was strongly drawn to these things, 

2:02 

so that is what led me into dancing, and into butoh. When we were in Asbestos Hall it was 

the early 1970s. I spent a lot of time with another female dancer, Yōko Ashikawa, who had 

been there a year longer than me. It was really during this period that the ‘woman’s butoh’ 

style was established. It was the beginning of a butoh that treated the woman’s body as a 

medium. One of the basic movements from the beginning was the condition of ‘peculiar old 

woman.’ Hijikata taught us this old-woman-condition, and we then tried it out in 

performances. This was the beginning of the characteristic style of Butoh, in which the 

centre of gravity is lowered. 

3:19 

That is why I’m so happy to have been there at that point in time. I think that Hijikata 

created the old-woman-condition because he felt affection towards women. I feel the 

heaviness of the weight from that time studying in Hijikata’s studio, as well as the weight of 

living from now on. Past time and future time feel like a Moebius strip to me. 

4:12 

I think the most wonderful thing would be if I could take Hijikata, and the butoh that he 

triggered, and the new trigger that I am creating and the Moebius strip [of both], and once 

more create a huge wave of Butoh. That’s what I really want to do. 
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Step 2.6 (Article) 
Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons 
 
As we mentioned before, in the years following  Rebellion of the Body in 1968, Tatsumi 
Hijikata did not perform butoh onstage. He didn’t stop his activities altogether, but he 
turned his energies to performing in cult films, the Expo ’70 film, plays, exhibitions, 
and to organizing cabaret shows, and choreographing and directing smaller-scale 
performances for his dancers. 

In October 1972, Hijikata staged a major butoh performance cycle entitled  Twenty-seven 
Nights for Four Seasons  ( Shiki no tame no nijūnanaban ), which spanned 27 nights in total. 
He not only lead his dancers as the principal dancer in these performances, he also oversaw 
the creation and directing of the work, the choreography and the dance technique, and the 
music, lighting, and even the stage set. Through this, Hijikata’s brilliance and creativity were 
fully on display. And his exceptional talent as an artist, as well as butoh dancer, was once 
more visible in this long-awaited performance. 

Poster of  Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons  ( Shiki no tame no nijūnanaban ) 

Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons  consisted of five performance works, starting with 
Story of Smallpox  ( Hōsōtan ), and followed by  Thoughts on an Insulator  ( Gaishikō ),  Dissolute 
Jewel  (Susamedama),  Avalanche Candy  ( Nadare-ame ), and  Seeweed Granny  ( Gibasan ). 
The audiences who came to watch these performances were moved and overwhelmed. 
They turned out in numbers for 27 consecutive nights in order to watch these 
groundbreaking butoh works. 
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Story of Smallpox  ( Hōsōtan ) Photo by Ryouzen Torii 

Thoughts on an Insulator  ( Gaishikō ) Kurahashi 
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Dissolute Jewel  (Susamedama) Photo by Tadashi Kurahashi 

Avalanche Candy  ( Nadare-ame ) Photo by Makoto Onozuka 
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Seeweed Granny  ( Gibasan ) Photo by Hiroshi Yamazaki 

One of the things that marked out these performances, was Hijikata’s reference to them as 
“Tōhoku Kabuki.” For those familiar with his work, this was a shocking development, for they 
had gotten used to his avant-garde and experimental Happening performances of the 1960s. 
The words “Tōhoku” and “Kabuki” held connotations of “local customs” and “tradition,” which 
naturally seemed unexpected and incongruent to those acquainted with his earlier butoh 
dance. 

Despite this, many of those who actually went to see  Story of Smallpox had a feeling of 
understanding, even if it was matched by surprise. It was clear that the Northern region of 
Tōhoku was being presented onstage. Hijikata used the sound effects of wind, trains, and 
the hoofbeats of horses to invoke the atmosphere of Tōhoku, and filled the theater with 
traditional Japanese music, including live Tsugaru-shamisen music in the Tōhoku style, the 
music of goze blind female musicians, and gitayu poetry recitations. 

Of the five pieces that made up  Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons , the first four could 
be said to represent the seasons of spring, summer, autumn, and winter, respectively. 

This was Hijikata’s attempt at creating a new form of Butoh that drew on the natural 
environment and bodily experience of his home prefecture Akita, in the Northern region of 
Tōhoku. Even as he represented the natural environment, landscape, culture, and bodies of 
Tōhoku, however, Hijikata also asked more fundamental questions about the origins of 
human life. 

The second thing that marked out the performances of  Twenty-seven Nights for Four 
Seasons  were their new themes and motifs. Violent and sexual themes stand out in 
Hijikata’s works from the 1960s, whereas illness, aging, and death are the more prominent 
ones in  Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons . Though polar opposites in one sense, both 
sets of themes are tied to the human body, and force us to ask fundamental questions about 
human life. 
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Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons  was also the performance through which Hijikata put 
into practice his unique style of dancing and his philosophy of “butoh as being unable to 
stand, and butoh as being unwilling to stand.” 

Finally, it was the work with which Hijikata began to develop his new dance method using 
butoh notation. This beginning of “notational butoh,” which would come to be completed in 
1976, is itself worthy of recognition as a revolution in the history of the creation of dance. 
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Step 2.7 (Video) 
Hosotan (A Story of Smallpox) 

 

Let’s take a closer look at  Hōsōtan , one of the most important work in  Twenty-Seven 
Night for Four Seasons . 

Story of Smallpox  ( Hōsōtan ) was presented in 1972, exactly four years after  Rebellion of the 
Body  ( Nikutai no hanran,  1968). This work, lasting around 90 minutes, was one of five works 
that made up Tatsumi Hijikata’s performance cycle Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons 
( Shiki no tame no nijūnanaban ).  Story of Smallpox  can be considered more widely as an 
important work within the history of world dance. It was a full-scale performance that 
heralded the new development of Hijikata’s butoh in the 1970s, and it became an iconic work 
in a number of ways. We might want to ask, what exactly made it so iconic? 

The work featured Hijikata as principal dancer, along with 10 young butoh dancers. Hijikata 
himself handled everything from structuring and directing the work, to the music and lighting. 

To note a couple of the work’s unique features: First, and most noticeably, it was composed 
of dances that took illness and death as their themes. These had not featured explicitly in 
Hijikata’s butoh prior to this point. Second, there were scenes that drew motifs from Hijikata’s 
home region of Tōhoku. Then, there were the dances Hijikata himself presented, which had 
him lying on the floor face upwards, crawling around, and going down his hands and knees. 
In other words, dances that exemplified the idea of “dance as being unable to stand, and 
dance as being unwilling to stand.” The female dancers, too, danced by moving low to the 
ground, with legs slightly open, in something of a “bowlegged” position. 
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Story of Smallpox  ( Hōsōtan ) Photo by Makoto Onozuka 

This work represented the new essence of Hijikata’s butoh: the rejection of an ideal of 
beauty that privileged the easy leaping of a young body, and the expression, instead, of the 
ugliness of elderly figures wracked by anguish and diseases (like leprosy). 

Elderly by  Story of Smallpox  ( Hōsōtan ) Photo by Makoto Onozuka 

This was the first butoh work choreographed using butoh notation in which Hijikata also 
performed. For the scene of the leprosy dance, “movements” (using butoh notation) were 
created which drew inspiration from paintings by the English painter Francis Bacon. This 
was an example of butoh dance being created using a completely new and previously 
unseen method. 

In these various ways,  Story of Smallpox  showcased the range of Hijikata’s artistry. In 
introducing new revolutionary concepts into the world of dance and realizing an apparent 
intensity of creative force, it also became a butoh work of which Hijikata could be proud 
internationally. 
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Video Script 

0:03 
Hijikata Tatsumi’s work “Story of Smallpox” (“H?s?tan”), performed in 1972, was created 
exactly four years after the 1968 work “Rebellion of the Body” (“Nikutai no hanran”). It was a 
work that lasted around 90 minutes, and was one of five works that made up the 
performance “Twenty-seven Nights for Four Seasons” (“Shiki no tame no nij?nanaban”). 
“Story of Smallpox” was something of an epoch-making work in the world of Hijikata’s butoh. 
It was really the work that launched the development of butoh in the 1970s. In “Story of 
Smallpox,” young butoh dancers performed alongside Hijikata Tatsumi as principal dancer. 
Hijikata was in control of everything, from the composition, to the direction, to the 
choreography, to the lighting and music. 
 
0:51 
“Story of Smallpox” showed Hijikata’s exceptional brilliance, it gave new concepts to the 
world of dance, and it realized a performance full of creative power. Given all of this, “Story 
of Smallpox” was a work of which he could be proud in the world. This is the only work for 
which there is a perfectly complete 16mm filmic record of Hijikata Tatsumi’s directed work. 
For me, it was watching this film and feeling deeply moved by Hijikata dancing to the French 
music “baidal” that made me get involved in producing Hijikata’s works after that point. 
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Step 2.8 (Discussion) 
What does it takes to be innovative? 
 

So far, we have seen the traces of Hijikata’s life from the late 1960s to early 70s, 
together with his various works. Now, we would like you to take some time to reflect 
on the previous steps and post your thoughts below. What did you think about his 
works as well as artistry? Did you feel something special from his work? 

Please share your opinion or findings in the comments area. 

You may like to read and comment on contributions made by other learners. You can  ‘Like’ 
comments if you agree with what’s been said or if you have found something particularly 
interesting.’ You can also see who has replied to or  ‘Liked’  a comment that you have posted 
by clicking the notifications bell icon next to your profile (in the upper-right corner of your 
screen). 
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Activity 3  :  Back to the source 

 

Tatsumi Hijikata’s roots are embedded In Tohoku. Tohoku culture, life, body, and performing arts 
frequently appear in butoh’s works. Let us approach the influence that Hijikata’s return to his 
roots had on his work. 

 

2.9 THE NATURAL FEATURES, BODIES, AND PERFORMING ARTS OF TOHOKU 
VIDEO (02:24) 

2.10 CLASSICAL PERFORMING ART AND BUTOH ARTICLE 

2.11 YAMERU MAIHIME (AILING DANCER) VIDEO (02:55) 

2.12 TRACING THE ORIGINS DISCUSSION 
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Step 2.9 (Video) 
The natural features, bodies, and performing arts of 
Tohoku 

 

Twenty-Seven Nights for Four Season  presented in 1972 is also called as  Tōhoku 
Kabuki  named by Tatsumi Hijikata. Tōhoku is the northern region of Japan, where 
Hijikata was born and  Kabuki  is one of the Japanese traditional performing arts. 

To understand the final form of Butoh,  Tōhoku Kabuki  is a very important element. From 
here, let’s examine the Hijikata’s origin and important relationship between his work and 
Japanese traditional culture. 

Tatsumi Hijikata was born in Akita Prefecture in the Northern region of Tōhoku. The fact that 
he was born and raised in Tōhoku had a major impact on his butoh. Geopolitically, Tōhoku is 
situated at the Japanese frontier, despite having been historically governed by the central 
government. 

Rice agriculture has thrived in Japan since the ancient era, as the foundation that supported 
the country. The ancient culture of Japan was also based on rice agriculture. Tōhoku, being 
a cold region, did not have flourishing rice agriculture historically. And even once that 
changed, crops were still frequently damaged by cold weather, and those reliant on them 
were forced to live a hard life. As a result of these differences in landscape and climate, the 
Tōhoku way of life has always been distinct from that of more temperate regions in Japan, 
which has in turn given rise to a distinctive culture. 

Akita Prefecture where Hijikata was born is often called the “snow country.” In wintertime, 
there is heavy snowfall and the region is blasted by cold winds. When talking about his home 
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region of Akita, Hijikata used the word “kazadaruma.” This word evokes the figure of a 
person walking through a powerful wind as the snow falls, rounded over and completely 
wrapped up in thick clothes. 

Old people would also stoop over in their hard agricultural labour, so that their backs became 
rounded, and their legs bow legged. For Hijikata, this posture itself, which cannot be imitated 
in performance, is already butoh. The foundation of Hijikata’s Butoh is the body produced by 
the climate and way of life characteristic of Tōhoku. 

When he was young, Hijikata learned modern dance, classic ballet, jazz dance, and other 
forms of dance, and he was familiar with American films and jazz music. Drawing inspiration 
from French literature, thought, and art theory, he created his own new form of dance. But 
later, Hijikata depicted his home region of Akita and his family who had passed away, and 
showed a stronger interest in the culture of Tōhoku. 

In what became a turning point, Hijikata went to Akita with the photographer Eikoh Hosoe in 
1965, where they created a photoshoot in the small village of Tashiro. The photographs were 
collected into a photobook called  Kamaitachi.  In  Tatsumi Hijikata and the Japanese: Revolt 
of the Body  ( Hijikata Tatsumi to nihonjin: nikutai no hanran,  1968) Hijikata drew on scenes 
they had photographed with the farmers, and most importantly used the animals of his 
childhood: horses, pigs, and rabbits. 

In the 1972 work  Story of Smallpox  ( Hōsōtan ), there was the accompaniment of tsugaru 
shamisen, a traditional form of music from Tōhoku, and goze music, a type of music 
performed by blind women who sang of the villages of Tōhoku. In the beginning, Hijikata 
himself wore traditional farmer’s clothes, and danced emulating the style of Kabuki. The 
female butoh dancers stooped over and danced in a bowlegged posture while wearing 
traditional clothing and geta (wooden clogs). 

The culture, daily life, bodies, and performing arts of Tōhoku, present in the memory of 
Hijikata, came to appear frequently in the works of butoh. 

 
Video Script 
 
0:03 
In the 1960s, Hijikata Tatsumi drew on European literature and thought to create an 
avant-garde dance form. But from the 1960s to 1970s, Hijikata’s butoh underwent a new 
development. Hijikata’s hometown, Akita, and its landscape, nature, use of the body, and 
way of living, became visible in his performance work, in what could be called a “return to 
Japan” or “return to Tohoku.” The work we have just seen, “Story of Smallpox,” is such a 
work. 

0:41 
The young dancers, covered in Kabuki tattoos, dance in a way that is the image of traditional 
Japanese performing arts. The beginning of this shift in Hijikata’s work was his return to 
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Akita to shoot the photo shoot “Kamaitachi” in 1965. Hijikata returned to his hometown Akita 
with the photographer Eiko Hosoe, and they shot many photographs. This was then 
gathered in a photobook. This is what led to Hijikata incorporating Akita into his stage work, 
and to directing in such a way that drew on the landscape and sounds of Akita. Music that 
conjures an image of Tohoku is playing on the film right now, it is the traditional Tohoku 
instrument of Tsugaru shamisen. 

1:39 
And, as in this painting, there are blind women singing and playing whilst walking in the 
village. Hijikata effectively used this X into his stage works. 

2:00 
In this way, Hijikata’s childhood experiences newly became a source for butoh. Even more 
than his childhood experience, it was perhaps his infant experience, and the memory of 
being an infant wrapped up in a basket on the edge of a rice field in a snowy country, that 
became an origin for his butoh. 
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Step 2.10 (Article) 
Classical performing art and Butoh 
In the April 1977 issue of the theater journal  Shingeki  (Hakusuisha Publishing), 
Tatsumi Hijikata began a serialized literary work under the title  Ailing Dancer  ( Yameru 
Maihime ). 

In December of the previous year, 1976, the butoh performance  Lady on a Whale String 
( Geisenjo no okugata ) was performed at Asbestos Hall, marking the end of a three-year run 
of performances at his studio. This run (13 performances at Asbestos Hall alone) had 
significant outcomes. The most significant was the completion of the “notational butoh” 
method through these performances. 

Once Hijikata stopped these butoh performances, he devoted himself to writing  Ailing 
Dancer . He had previously written a great deal, but always in the form of short essays, and 
this was his first attempt at a longer literary work. 

Although he “wrote”  Ailing Dancer , Hijikata himself did not actually put pen to paper and 
write the characters onto Japanese manuscript paper. It was written through dictation, as a 
work of literature produced through narration. The work ended with its tenth installment in 
March of the following year. 

So, what exactly is  Ailing Dancer ? 

The content is hard to briefly summarize. Although it is a literary work, it is not a novel, and it 
is also not a longer work of criticism. It is definitely a text depicting Hijikata’s boyhood in 
Akita, or Akita in his boyhood. And it might be thought of as a work that unravels the strands 
of memory surrounding the people and way of life Hijikata experienced as a child and young 
boy there—his observations of nature, his experience of the body. The way it is written, 
though, is marked by Hijikata’s unique sense of language and style. 

No specific era or locations are indicated in the text. Aside from a few exceptions, there are 
no names of people. But the things and events seen and remembered by the “I, as a boy” 
figure in the village of Asahikawa, Akita Prefecture, from the 1930s to 1940s, are recorded in 
sentences that might be taken as obscure or even deemed bad over-metaphorical style. 

One cannot really regard  Ailing Dancer  as a memoir or biography. It is a literary work that 
can perhaps only be regarded as something like ethnography. At the same time, the excess 
of metaphorical language can also be read as Hijikata’s “butoh notation,” encoding a vast 
array of “movements” in words. 

Hijikata made brilliant use in his butoh of Japanese oral literature such as gidayu (narrative 
recitation for bunraku puppet theater) and the songs of goze (folk songs of blind female 
musicians), to create a rich, new artistic world, drawing on these oral traditions. 
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Ailing Dancer  has appealed to a number of dancers wishing to take up the challenge of 
producing the text as a performance. Starting with Yoshito Ono and Akira Kasai’s  Ailing 
Dancer , many have created dance works using the text, including Tomomi Tanabe and 
Takao Kawaguchi, Yukio Waguri, Moe Yamamoto, Yukio Suzuki, Kim Itoh, Ikuyo Kuroda, and 
Jocelyn Montpetit. Boris Charmatz has also created an incredible choreographic work 
entitled La Danseuse Malade. The sentences narrated continuously throughout this piece, 
though, are not actually from  Ailing Dancer , but from another text by Hijikata,* Kazadaruma.* 

The world narrated and depicted in  Ailing Dancer  is the starting point and source of Hijikata’s 
butoh. 
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Step 2.11 (Video) 
Yameru maihime (Ailing Dancer) 

 

In the April 1977 issue of the theater magazine  Shingeki  (New Theater, Hakusuisha 
Publishing), Tatsumi Hijikata began a serialized literary work with the attractive title of 
Yameru maihime  (Ailing Dancer). 

Yameru maihime  (Ailing Dancer) by  Shingeki  (New Theater, Hakusuisha Publishing) 
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In December of the previous year, 1976, the butoh performance  Geisen jo no okugata  (Lady 
on the Whale String) was staged at Asbestos Hall, and this marked the end of a three-year 
run of performances at the hall. 

This run (14 performances at Asbestos Hall alone) achieved major results. The greatest 
result was perfection of the method of  Butoh-fu no Butoh (Butoh based on Butoh notation) 
through these performances. 

After Hijikata stopped performing butoh, he devoted himself to writing  Yameru maihime. 
Hijikata had previously done a great deal of writing, but always in the form of short essays, 
and this was his first attempt at a large literary work like  Yameru maihime. 

Tatsumi Hijikata at the study of Asbestos Hall Photo by Kenji Ishiguro 

Although he “wrote”  Yameru maihime,  Hijikata himself did not actually take the pen in hand, 
and write the characters in the cells of Japanese manuscript paper. It was written through 
dictation, i.e., it is literature produced by narration. 
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Yameru maihime  (Ailing Dancer) by  Shingeki  (New Theater, Hakusuisha Publishing) 

In any event, the series ended with its 10th installment in March of the following year. 

What is  Yameru maihime ? The content is hard to briefly explain. Although it is a literary work, 
it is not a novel, and it is also not a longer work of criticism. It is definitely a text depicting 
Hijikata’s boyhood in Akita, or Akita in his boyhood. One might call it a work that unravels the 
strands of memory surrounding the people and way of life Hijikata experienced as a child 
and young boy, his observations of nature, and his experience of the body; and it is 
verbalized with Hijikata’s unique sense of language and style. 

No specific era or locations are indicated in this text. Aside from a few exceptions, there are 
no names of people. However, things and events which the “I, the boy” saw and 
remembered in the town of Asahikawa, Akita Prefecture, from the 1930s to the 1940s, are 
recorded in sentences one might regard as obscure expressions or bad style making 
frequent use of metaphors. 

One cannot really regard  Yameru maihime  as a memoir or biography. It is a literary work that 
can perhaps only be regarded as something like ethnography. 

At the same time, the flood of metaphoric language can also be regarded as Hijikata’s 
Butoh-fu,  encoding a vast array of “movements” in words. 

Hijikata made brilliant use in his butoh of Japanese oral literature such as  gidayu  (a narrative 
style for puppet theater) and  goze-uta  (folk songs of blind female musicians), and created a 
rich, new artistic world with this literary work created through oral narration. 
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Unable to resist the appeal of  Yameru maihime,  a number of dancers have taken up the 
challenge of producing the text as a performance. Starting with the  Yameru maihime  of 
Yoshito Ono and Akira Kasai, many have created dance works using the text of  Yameru 
maihime,  including Tomomi Tanabe and Takao Kawaguchi, Yukio Waguri, Moe Yamamoto, 
Yukio Suzuki, Kim Itoh, Ikuyo Kuroda, and Jocelyn Montpetit (Canada). Also, Boris 
Charmatz has staged an unprecedented dance work entitled “La Danseuse Malade.” 
However, the sentences incessantly narrated on the stage in that piece were not from 
Yameru maihime,  but from another text by Hijikata,  Kazadaruma  (Wind Daruma). 

In any case, the world narrated and depicted in  Yameru maihime  is the starting point of 
Hijikata’s butoh, and a wellspring of Butoh. 

 

 

Video Script 

0:03 
In 1977, Tatsumi Hijikata took on the challenge of writing the work Ailing Dancer (Yameru 
Maihime). He published this serially, across 10 issues of one of Japan’s most important 
performance journals, Shingeki. And later revised and published Ailing Dancer as a book 
which was widely read. The year before Hijikata began writing Ailing Dancer, in 1976, he 
presented a series of butoh performances at his studio Asbestos Hall. These performances 
were losely related to Ailing Dancer. Language similar to that of Hijikata’s “butoh notation” 
also appeared within the work, and his creation can be taken as a symphony of movement 
and language. Hijikata drew on memories of his infant and childhood experiences and 
observations in Akita to write Ailing Dancer. 

1:05 
He put into print his own distinctive language-sensibility, seeded by these childhood 
memories. The bodily experiences and visual observations of Akita’s landscape, natural 
environment, people, and lifestyle were a rich metaphorical resource. This work can neither 
be considered a memoir, nor an autobiography, but is something more like a rechanneled 
ethnography. The captivating world of language in Ailing Dancer has inspired creative 
responses in theatre, literature, dramatized readings, and dance works. 
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1:40 
To take a look at several examples: 

1:48 
Here, we have Ailing Dancer being turned into puppet theatre and dance. And here, we have 
it being re-interpreted to make a new dance work, The Sick Dancer. 

2:04 
Here, we have a theatrical work created from a reading of the work. 

2:14 
And here, we have an example of Ailing Dancer being read in the dialect of Hijikata’s 
hometown Akita. Let’s take a short look at a video recording of this last one. 
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Step 2.12 (Discussion) 
Tracing the Origins 
As we have learned this week, Hijikata’s artistic work had a strong connection with his 
origin—Tohoku, the northern region of Japan. Now, in this step, we would like you to 
share your culture, customs or traditions in your hometown. What kind of unique 
artistic forms or expressions can you find in your own country? How is it connected 
with the local, national or social landscape? 

Please share your comments in the discussion area below. 
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Activity 4  :  Summary of Week 2 

 

Let's summarize Week 2 "Dancing Butoh: Embodiment" 

 

2.13 REFLECTION OF WEEK 2 QUIZ 

2.14 WHICH BUTOH WORK(S) IMPRESSED YOU? DISCUSSION 

2.15 SUMMARY OF WEEK 2 ARTICLE 
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Step 2.13 (Quiz) 
Reflection of Week 2 

Let’s reflect what you’ve learned in Week 2; the important keywords and history of Hijikata’s 
work and evolving of Butoh in 70s. 

QUIZ RULES 

● Quizzes do not count towards your course score, they are just to help you learn 
● You may take as many attempts as you wish to answer each question 
● You can skip questions and come back to them later if you wish 

Question 1 
 
By 70s, Japan had emerged out of the postwar period and entered a period of high                
economic growth. 

In 1970, a historical national event took place in Japan which became a symbol of that                
decade. Hijikata was involved in this event and it also had a significant impact on               
avant-garde art in Japan. 

Choose this Japanese national event from the choices below. 

● Tokyo Olympics 
● Japan World Exposition, Osaka 
● International Ocean Exposition, Okinawa 
● Tōhoku Kabuki, Akita 

 
 
 
Question 2  
 

The sentence below explains about the place where Hijikata’s butoh was practiced 
and developed. Please fill in the blank. 

Since 1962, Hijikata began to experiment in order to create his new avant-garde dance form 

at  【  】Hall. Communal life in this place was reminiscent of a master-apprentice training 
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within the traditional folk and performing arts. His apprentices were expected to spend 

24-hours a day being butoh dancers. 

 
 

 
Question 3 
 
Please choose the right word to fill in the blank in the following text; 

In 1972, Hijikata staged a major butoh performance series entitled  Twenty-seven Nights for             
Four Seasons . Violent and sexual themes stand out in Hijikata’s works from the 1960s,              
whereas illness,  __  , and death are the more prominent ones in this performance. 

● Tokyo 
● aging 
● pollution 
● war 

 
 

Question 4 
 
Choose the right word to fill in the blank in the following text; 

The foundation of Hijikata’s butoh is the body produced by the climate and way of life 
characteristic of ___. In the 1972 work Story of Smallpox (Hōsōtan), there was the 
accompaniment of  tsugaru shamisen , a traditional form of music from this region, and  goze 
music, a type of music performed by blind women who sang in the villages of this region. 

● Furukawabashi bridge, Tokyo 
● Akita, Tohoku 
● France 
● Germany 
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Step 2.14 (Discussion) 
Which Butoh work(s) impressed you? 
Which work of butoh impressed you most? Which scene, expression or movement did 
you like? Is your view of butoh changing alongside the progression of this course? 

Take some time to reflect on this and post your comments below. 
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Step 2.15 (Article) 
Summary of Week 2 
 
From a historical perspective, the 1970s already marked the second stage of butoh. 
During the first stage of butoh, in the 1960s, Hijikata developed his dance form and 
started to gather audiences through his experimental activities. 

At the end of the 1960s, Akira Kasai branched out from Hijikata, and young people wanting 
to become butoh dancers began to gather around Kasai as well as Hijikata. By the 1970s, 
there were already two major butoh groups. Not long afterwards Dairakudakan formed, and 
had their first performance in 1973, which Hijikata performed in. This was, in fact, the last 
time Hijikata appeared onstage in a butoh performance. 

Dairakudakan, led by Akaji Maro, included dancers like Ko Murobushi, Yamada Bishop, 
Amagatsu Ushio, and Isamu Ōsuga, who all went on to form their own groups. So, by the 
early 1970s, butoh had expanded and diversified in all directions, in terms of dancers, styles, 
and philosophy. Within this context, Hijikata moved away from his butoh dance of the 1960s, 
and constructed a new form of butoh, that can be considered a deepening of butoh dance. 

Drawing a close to his collaborations with butoh dancers and artists in the 1960s, and 
turning away from the influence of Western philosophy and art, Hijikata turned to the 
landscape, culture, and bodies of his home region Tōhoku as a foundation for butoh 
creation. In this way, and through absorbing the spirit and philosophy of the Japanese 
traditional performing arts as themes and motifs within his work, Hijikata developed a new 
form of butoh dance. In week 2, then, we have observed Hijikata’s long struggle with his 
practice to innovate butoh in the 1970s. 

Which work of Butoh impressed you most? Which you liked the most? Is your view to butoh 
changing alongside the course going? Please share your opinions. 

In Week 3, we will trace what Hijikata left during the rest of his life until 1986, including butoh 
notation ( Butoh-fu ) which a language developer to that could be used to record his dance 
movements and used by others to dance butoh. 
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